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1 Data Security and Privacy in 2025? 
Security research aims at reducing the risk of information technology. Based on the projection of current 
trends, this vision paper aims at identifying potential security research needs for the next 10 years. 

Computing and Sensors Everywhere: The trend to connect computing devices including smartphones, 
tablets, and entertainment devices is expected to accelerate to include industrial equipment, vehicles, and 
wearables. Research cited by IBM predicts that “more than 22 billion web-connected devices by 2020 […] 
will generate more than 2.5 quintillion bytes of new data every day.” If the technical progress continues at 
the pace of the last 15 years, a 2025 mobile device would have the performance of a 70 GHz processor, 
256 TB of storage, and the size of 3×7 mm at a price tag of $16 [Sche11]. A likely consequence is that 
sensing will be ubiquitous. Personal devices permanently record ambient sounds, video, position, 
acceleration, and proximity to other objects and will interact with your vehicle, your appliances, and peers 
on a continuous basis and will be able provide real-time augmented reality to end-users [Bran13]. 

The Power of Analytics: This huge amount of data contains valuable information and enables real-time 
intelligent interaction with individuals. Applications for personal use include driver assistance, decision 
support, or augmented reality where people can obtain real-time and localized information through 
devices such as Google Glass and personal assistants. Similarly, enterprises have only explored a small 
subset of potential usages of this information and its value. Security technology has not even started to 
leverage recent advances in analytics to assess and mitigate risks. 

Cyberphysical Systems: Besides sensing and analyzing, an important trend is the increased direct and 
automated control of the physical reality through actuators. Actuators include power grids controlling 
power consumers, intelligent transportation systems, management of cities, and control of home 
appliances. For instance, Wikipedia cites a prediction that 30 % of households will delegate selected tasks 
to intelligent robots in 2022. 

What about Security and Privacy? The possibilities and the potential value acts as a strong incentive to 
maximize use of these technologies. On the downside, individuals are likely to accept the privacy loss for 
the convenience gained. The continued growth of complexity will ensure that all systems remain 
vulnerable. This in turn, may encourage industrial espionage for increasing the competitiveness of nations 
and enterprises. 

2 Emerging Research Challenges 
Huge amounts of data strive to be used (and mis-used). The overarching research challenge resulting from 
the outlined trend is: “How can society benefit from these capabilities without suffering the negative 
consequences.” This holds even more since security and privacy risks may lead to rejection and pushback 
while the abundance of vulnerabilities may constitute a risk that may be unacceptable to enterprises and 
society. 

2.1 Sensing, Computing, and Actuators Everywhere 
The key research challenge is how to integrate privacy and confidentiality controls into a scenario where 
sensors are pervasive. The unlimited capability to sense and collect data allows computing devices to fully 
monitor and permanently record a given environment. They may learn the location and identity of persons 
and objects and record their behaviour without restrictions. One consequence of these abilities are 
unprecedented privacy and confidentiality challenges. For instance sensors that can record all activities in a 
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building could void confidentiality for affected enterprises, or cameras in all mobile devices provide 
sufficient information to record the movements and behaviours of each individual. 

Important questions are how can individuals control the sensed data derived from them, how can 
enterprises control the data generated from its behaviour, and how to generate insight in a way to protect 
privacy. While initial research (such as usage control) exists for controlling well-defined data streams, 
tackling the problem of privacy-aware sensing has not been resolved yet. Similarly, sensing systems that 
ensure that the insight does not trigger privacy concerns only exist for special circumstances such as video2. 

A second area of research is the scalability of security to billions of devices. Groundwork is the key- and 
security management of these devices without any human intervention under potentially adversarial 
conditions3. Related research includes multi-factor authentication of physical devices [DaZC12], intrinsic 
hardware identities such as Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs), and end-user-managed security for 
mobile devices. 

While protecting in-bound information is important, a second challenge is to ensure safety when 
controlling actuators that affect physical systems, in particular in safety-critical applications such as 
industrial control systems or automobiles. Again, adversaries may take over large portions of the 
infrastructure and a fail-safe mode of operation is often not available.4 

2.2 End-to-end Data Confidentiality and Privacy 
While securing sensors is difficult, a related challenge is how to protect data along its processing chain 
including the sensing end-nodes, edge devices providing network connections, aggregators, the cloud 
backend, and the network interconnections. Today’s security mechanisms allow end-to-end protection of 
unmodified data streams (e.g., using authentication codes, encryption, or hardware security and usage 
control policies). How to allow data aggregation and analysis along this chain while keeping data 
confidential, proving the correctness of the results, and maintaining verifiable privacy are open problems. 
Research in this area includes multi-party computations [GoMW87], homomorphic encryption [Gent09], or 
trusted computing. In particular for cloud computing, these challenges gain relevance due to the increasing 
insider threats. In order to protect against individual cloud insiders, separation of duty can help [BKNS12]. 
However, if cloud providers as a whole may be dishonest, today’s research results allow only cloud storage 
and requires the distribution of data across multiple clouds [BCQA11]. How to secure computation in the 
cloud against insiders is largely unsolved. 

2.3 Failure-resistant Design 
We believe that vulnerabilities will continue to grow and the corresponding risks will continue to increase. 
In particular for targeted attacks, we believe that a general defense is impossible and therefore these 
attacks will continue to be successful and their number will continue to grow. 

A resulting research challenge is the failure-resistant design of security systems. Today, security 
mechanisms are designed with the assumption that they protect from given risks and that they usually do 
not fail. For targeted attacks, this assumption needs to be revisited. Surviving failures and successful 
attacks must receive more attention when designing individual security systems. The new challenge to 
address is “how to ensure that the damage of envisioned successful attacks is minimized?” Potential 
mechanisms to enhance the survivability of IT systems are the early erasure of data, multiple lines of 
defense, and hardware-based trust mechanisms as fallback that allow to re-establish the security of a 
system after a successful attack. Such fallback mechanisms are particularly important if systems are 
designed for a long life-time (e.g., monitoring systems for public infrastructures). One area of research on 
long-term security are Post-Quantum Cryptographic schemes that provide security even if the 
mathematical assumptions underpinning today’s cryptographic systems are broken [BMV06]. 
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3 Conclusion 
While the IT industry will continue to change at a rapid pace, the good news is that there already exists a 
vast amount of security and privacy research that can be used to address these new challenges. To some 
extent, translating research into usable real systems is one of the bigger challenges we face. 

Besides addressing the research challenges that we have outlined, an interesting consequence of the 
emerging sensor/analytics/actuator trend that we have outlined is that we expect that security research 
will undergo a paradigm shift from black/white or trusted/untrusted towards a more analytics-based 
approach where all entities are somewhere on a continuum between trusted and untrusted. Failure and 
successful attacks are tolerated in this new approach. As a consequence, security-enhanced analytics will 
gain importance. This approach to analytics (also to be used for security purposes) will integrate trust 
assessment mechanisms along with data analysis to assess data based on its trustworthiness while 
automatically disregarding suspected outliers, untrusted data points, and data resulting from attacks. 
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